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notes from the president......
A lot of exciting things are taking place.

There is still time to send in your ten
raffle tickets. Many of you are probably a lot
like I used to be, "I never win anything ,
anyway". Well I know - years ago, at the first
S/C Road Race at Laguna Seca, they had a
contest for a brand new Kawasaki 750, three
cylinder - it was a super bike of it's day -
fastest thing on two wheels - I entered the
contest with one entry and actually did so as I
was leaving the race - it just seemed like a lot
of people went to a lot of work to put the
contest together and it didn't seem like very
many people were putting their tickets back in
- I distinctly remember handing the ticket to
the attendee on the way out of the races - it
wasn't even a particularly nice weekend for me
- my Honda Road Racing Sidecar Outfit
lunched a rod - it was just one of those gener-
ally lousy week-ends - everything going
wrong!

It seemed like a couple of months later
that I received a telephone call from a M/C
magazine publisher friend, who had just heard:
"I had won the Kawasaki in the drawing". My
only reply was, "What Kawasaki?" Little did I
know that when I took the time to enter the
contest and handed that race attendant my
ticket on the way out, that - that ticket was the
fastest motorcycle, of it's time - and I WON IT
- and IT WAS ALL MINE! Generally on regu-
lar poker runs, I most often do the worst of
everyone - but, I did still win that brand new
motorcycle ONCE.

Plans for the National Rally are finalized
and we should have one of the largest turnouts,
ever - especially going into virgin territory of
Pennsylvania. I have been receiving a lot of
correspondence from members - SEE YOU AT
MERCER, PA. It will also be a great opportu-
nity for the East Coast to meet the Mid-West-
erners.

Also looks like we'll be getting quite a
few entries from the Southern States, which  is
becoming a hub of sidecar activity. Needless to
say, we are all really excited.

Now I'd like to explain a few other mat-
ters. The new supplement Issue is really de-
signed for the local chapters and clubs to
communicate. Some chapters have taken
advantage of the $50 pull-out - your announce-
ment on one side, your entry on the other. This
is a real inexpensive way to let the sidecar
enthusiasts in your area know of your event.
We adopted this policy because of the increase
of sidecar rallies throughout the nation. In the
past, we'd given the Griffith Park Sidecar
Rally and the Third Wheel Rally full page
announcements - because they were well
known, established sidecar rallies. All of a
sudden, we were aware that others wanted the
same type of coverage, this is when the Execu-
tive Committee made the decision for our new
policy, and myself, as the originator of the
Griffith Park Rally - was in complete agree-
ment. This enables all chapters and clubs to
take advantage of a really low-price announce-
ment, to reach the enthusiast.

Well, as long as I'm talking about money -
the decision has been made to increase the
dues - due to the postal increases, the Supple-
ment Issue, and a few unforseen expenses.
This is the first dues increase since the
Association's beginning.

Your continued support has and always
will be appreciated. I think you know we are
doing a good job for you we intend to do it
even BETTER. TTFN.
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From Where I Sit
Tonight I am writing from a British

Caledonian flight from Dallas to London,
thence on to China for a month (to teach
the Chinese), then to Japan. In a somewhat
pensive mood I reflect upon just how lucky
I am to be writing at all, let alone to my
favorite people, my wife, dog, cat, side-
carists and motor cyclists. You see, just
yesterday, I broke a cardinal rule, I relaxed
my guard against four-wheelers for just an
instant. It happened this way.

Not that it matters, but I had removed
my front calipers, for a complete rebuild
(totally worn out at 10,000 miles). Yes, I
do drive my outfit hard - and brakes on an
outfit do wear out faster than on a solo
machine. Still, I had a rear brake and a
brake on the sidecar if need be.

I had pulled into a garage to retrieve a
pair of wheels for my garden tractor. Then
I pulled out of the garage to cross a side
street in Porter, Texas. Now Porter has only
a few souls, And, certainly none lived
down the side street I was about to cross.
In fact, no one had travelled on THIS side
street since the road was surfaced several
years ago. And, all I wanted to do was
CROSS the road to get to the other side.
The fact that the road was blocked by two
vehicles and I had to pass between did not
register as it was only a side hick road?

Well, I was hardly into the middle of the
road when lo and behold there was a large
brown van bearing down upon me. WOW!!!
He saw me and I saw him. He hunched over
the wheel as he locked all wheels and skid-
ded sideways. He was just about to center
punch me. It really did not look like the time
to hang about so I gunned the Laverda and
got the hell out of there. As I re-collect, the
minimum closure distance was somewhere
between 18 inches and 2 feet.

A split second later and I would be sans
left leg. Four split seconds later and I would
have center punched HIM. As it was, both he
and I were just a little shaken and no contact
was made.

You know, after a while you get some-
what complacent. You have not had an acci-
dent for 5 or 10 years - and, it has been a
year or so since your last ticket - so you think
you can drive. Survival means more than
your ability to handle the rig. It means you
have developed a knack to recognize poten-
tial danger signals and to avoid danger, no
matter how innocent the situation appears,
Roger Hull calls it the development of a sixth
or seventh sense. Guess mine is still develop-
ing.

Now, all of you, take care and ride safe.
See you at the rally in June. - HAK
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The Flexible Returns
The flexible has been among

sidecars since the first sidecar was
fitted. Contemporary writers praised
the flexible in glowing terms while
they spoke of the soon-to-happen
demise of the rigid. Yet, it was the rigid
that remained with us. The flexible has
never died. It just kept popping up and
enjoyed brief periods of fame from
time to time.

Hugo Young, founder of the
Flxible Company and the inventor of
an improved flexible chassis, put
flexible sidecars on the map between
1912 and 1920. It was in 1914 that
Cliff Coulter (USA Member No. 536,
now 88 years young), drove his first
flexible delivery side-it box. The
flexible had many advantages over a
rigid in that it could be driven like a
solo machine. On the other hand, like
the solo, it was somewhat unstable on
slick treacherous surfaces. Another
disadvantage was the behavior of the sidecar body in
turns. The body would cut into the leg of the driver or it
would rub against the sidecar wheel according to
whether the outfit was cornered to the right or the left.

A soloist would take a right hander by leaning
sharply to the right to compensate for the centrifugal
force that would otherwise force him to the left. These
forces act on a rigid sidecar also. As long as the combi-
nation of the velocity squared divided by the radius of
curvature is less than a certain value for a particular
machine, the sidecar wheel will stay on the ground. As
the velocity increases so the effective weight on the
sidecar wheel is lessened until, with increased velocity,
it now becomes airborn, some might mistakenly think
that the sidecar is ‘flying.’

The flexible, on the other hand, was driven like a
solo. The centrifugal force being compensated for by
leaning further and further into the turn with increasing
speed. This can cause the rider's leg to contact the
sidecar body.

Profile: Cliff Coulter

Cliff Coulter, standing; Rick Kraus, test
driver, sitting astride rig.
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Cliff Coulter’s Flexible
This problem, to some extent, has

been solved by the Equalean concept with
its small wheel located centrally in the
sidecar body. But there are many advan-
tages if this concept can be used with a
more conventional body/frame/ wheel
arrangement

Cliff has worked on this problem over
the past several years. With a special
mechanism, the body, wheel and motor-
cycle all lean in right way whether you turn
to the left or to the right.

As the outfit is now turned by leaning
there is little stress on the chassis, wheels
and tires. There is no sidecar lift on right
handers or rear wheel hop on left handers, if
driven within its limitations.

Cliff's experiments showed that about
75% of the weight of the sidecar and
passenger must be carried by the sidecar
wheel for optimum results. He also found that the
leverage to give the correct body roll was quite critical
otherwise it was easy to turn and lean to the right but
the machine could not be pulled back to vertical. If set
too much the other way, it could be turned and leaned
to the left but could not be pulled back to vertical.

With his final prototype, the rig is driven
like a solo with or without a passenger. The
effort to turn in either direction is so little it can
be driven with hands off around right hand and
tit, left hand turns. The ultimate sidecar rig?
perhaps.

The chassis is attached to the cycle frame
at two flexible hinge points. The sidecar body
is cradled on a rocker midway between the
motorcycle and the sidecar wheel. The hollow
rear axle houses the mechanism that controls
the lean of the bike, body and wheel. There are
no pumps, jacking screws, or motors.

The body remains parallel to the ground
over all types of surfaces, yet all portions of the
outfit lean in corners. Drifting is not required.
Toe in is set at a nominal 3/32" + 1/32".

Cliff had thought of marketing this very ad-
vanced and novel sidecar but at 88 years?

Contact Cliff at 703 Clifton Street, New Eagle,
Pa. 15067 (412) 258-8852
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Cliff Coulter’s Flexible
A SNEAK PREVIEW

Something New in the World of Sidecars

The

CLICO FLEXICAR
THE WORLD'S SAFEST

MOTORCYCLE & SIDECAR COMBO

The Clico Flexible Sidecar is attached to the Motorcycle at Two (2) points with flexible joints or
hinges. There are NO Lean In or Lean Out Adjustments necessary.  Toe In is 1/16" to 1/8".

The Clico Flexible Sidecar Combination has so little drag that it can be driven hands off the
handlebars, not only on the straightaway — but on the turns also by merely leaning the motorcycle to
the side of which direction you desire to go . . . Just like a solo bike!

For Sidecar racing, a Clico Flexible Sidecar Combo has no equal. It rolls freely around the
curves and will follow the same groove around the curves as a solo . . . That is it stays close to the
inside rail without fishtailing, and will not drift or slide toward the outside rail . . . with or without a
passenger. No Monkey needed.

FOR MORE INFORMATION — WRITE TO:

CLIFFORD S. COULTER,  CLICO FLEXICARS,  Clifton Street — New Eagle, Pa. 15067
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Sidecar Test Report
Motorcycle Mechanics published a some-

what biased article in their December 1980 issue.
We protested as did many members of the Fed-
eration (U.K.). MM did the right thing. They
called on us and on several members of the
Federation to set them straight. This. resulted in
another test of side-cars on May 5, 1981, this
time inviting members of the Federation to
attend and offer comments and critic-ism.

Three members from the Federation met
with John Robinson, Editor of MM, and the MM
staff. Three Federation out-fits - a Yamaha 1100/
Gemini, a Yamaha 1100/Watsonian Palma and
John Hind's Yamaha 750/Steib, joined the
Kawasaki 440/Velorex, a Nevel outfit and a
Shifty/Squire The latter is a Fiat engined motor-
cycle fitted with Laverda cycle parts attached to
a tandem-wheeled Squire. It broke down on the
first test. The outfits went caravan style to the
MIRA Test Track.

The object of these tests was to determine
just how manueverable sidecar outfits were and
to compare outfits with a solo machine and an
automobile. Five different sets of traffic cones
were used with tests made against the clock.

A very exciting time for all concerned. It is
refreshing to see another cycle magazine taking
sidecars seriously. Their open-mindedness in
conducting these tests should encourage other
publications to follow suit.
-----------------------------------------------------------
First printed in MOTORCYCLE
MECHANICS, a UK Magazine.

late flashes
Walneck's Vintage Motorcycle Sales Inc.

has a new address: 112 Main Street, Lemont, IL
60439, which is their retail store.

They are now handling the distribution of
bikes/sidecars and parts for Sidecar Imports Ltd.
of Lake Forest, IL. Walneck has new Nevals in
stock for sale or demonstration rides for any
riders in the area. The retail store is open week-
days from 8 am to 4:30, Saturdays 9 am to 2 pm.

Buzz Walneck is also offering a free com-
plimentary copy of his new publication
"Classic'fieds", printed monthly, to any of our
United Sidecar Association members, just drop
him a line identifying yourself as a club member.

Sidecars: Triple treat
By John Warren

That's right - John Warren - of Touring
Bike. John has written the nicest and kindest
article about sidecaring (and the United Sidecar
Association), that I have yet seen, Contrary to
our popular practice we will not request permis-
sion to publish this article.. This is so that you
can obtain your very own original copy of the
article direct from John.

If you are not already a subscriber (why
aren't you?), just send your $3.00 for the back
issue, March 1982, to Touring Bike Magazine,
4247 E., Palma Avenue, Anaheim, California
92807, and tell John, Hal told you to do it,

Or you may find this issue still on the
drugstore stand for $1.75. Better still, send
$13.95 for 12 issues and ask John to commence
with that issue.

Or send $20.00 for 12 issues each of Cus-
tom Bike and Touring Bike if that is your scene.

Good reading
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On Test
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MONTANA TOUR '82
or YAAK 'N BACK
A Grand Tour geared towards the out of state tourer,

can be completed in one trip to Montana. Pin for
finishers.  More Info: SASE to NORTHERN
LIGHTS TOURING ASSOC. C/O Dal Smile, 1127
5th Ave., Helena, MT 59601

SIDECAR RIDER COURSE
APRIL 10 & JUNE 5, 1982
NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY PROGRAM

More Info: M/C S. P. Northeastern Illinois Univer-
sity, 5500 North St, Louis Ave. Chicago, Il 60625,
phone: 312/583-4050

SPRING SNOW RUN - RENO
APRIL 24-25
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER Overnighter

with camping at the Reno KOA. Meet at 11:00
A.M. on Saturday the 24th at Denny’s at I-82 and
Madison Ave., Northeast of Sacramento. Everyone
welcome. More Info: Dan Doyle - 916/663-2201

5TH ANNUAL NJ RALLY
CEDAR CREEK CAMPGROUNDS
BAYVILLE, NT
9 A.M. to 5 P.M, - Same place as last year. Admission

$2.00 - Bring your picnic lunch - There will be a
road tour, trophies, T-shirts, More Info: Mary Cron
407 West Fifth Ave. Roselle, N. 3. 07203 phone:
201/245-5794 201/269-2533

SIDECAR & SOLO RACING
MAY 2 - CARLSBAD RACEWAY - CA.
Sidecar race - Saturday @ 9:00 A.M. One hour race -

Full week-end racing (solo), Drag Racing Sat.
night, over-night, camping available. Couple of
bucks spectator charges. ANAHEM III RIDERS,
11382 Earlham St., Orange, CA 92669Into: Al
Smith 714/997-8615

GREENHORN ROAD TOUR
36TH ANNUAL MAY 8-9, PASADENA, CA
500 Miles - Start 6 A.M. to 9 A. M. Pasadena Honda,

2480 E. Foothill Blvd Pasadena, Ca. ***SEE
PULL-OUT*********

Info: Claud Peysar 213/799-4726 Ron Foss 213/335-
6268 Frank Rounds 714/596-5120

4TH ANN. BIG COUNTRY
MOTO-GUZZI RALLY
MAY 28-30 WV - THE NEW CUMBERLAND

VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPT.  $10 per person to
those registering before Ap. 30 — after Ap. 30 -
$12.50 per person, Rally fee includes rally pin, cont.
break-fast, field events, Saturday night dinner,
awards and prizes - camping (hot showers & flush
toilets).

More Info: WV State MGNOC Rep. Merle Bush, 347
Glenn Lane, Follansbee, W. VA 26037

3RD ANN. RIDE FOR YOUTH
GREAT BEND $1000 TOURING RALLY
MAY 28-30 A.M.A. NAT’L CHAMPIONSHIP

FIELD MEET - (Connie and Howard Brown are
the head judges for the sidecar events for the
A.M.A.) Rally raises money for Big Brothers and
Big Sisters - non-profit organization. Bike Show &
Trade Show. Also a local Chapter get-together.

More Info: GREAT BEND GRAND 5943 Rosewood,
Great Bend, Kansas 67530

4TH ANNUAL  RALLY USA
JUNE 24,25,26 & 27 SKY VIEW CAMP-
GROUND MERCER, PA.
****** SEE PULL-OUT*********

Calendar of Events
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YORK WINGS ROADBIKE
OLYMPICS
JUNE 4-6 MOLSON’S PARK, BARRIE, ONTARIO.

The York Wings M/C Club will host their Roadbike
Olympics at that park 40 miles north of Toronto on
Hwy 400. Sidecar events are included for the first
time.  More Info & Registration: Doug Jamieson,
Chairman, Roadbike Olympics, 6 Baskerville
Crescent, Etobicoke, Ontario M9C 1T7, Canada or
call 416/622-1609 Thelma Graydon, 10 Beech
St. No. 2, Brampton, Ontario L6V 1V1, Canada

SUN WASHINGTON STATE BMW RIDERS
10TH ANNIVERSARY RALLY
JUNE 18-20 EPHRATA, WASHINGTON

Info: R. Lerud, 8445 N. E. 140th St., Bothell, WA
98011

LAGUNA SECA
SIDECAR ROAD RACE
JULY 10, 11 - MONTEREY, CA.
More Info: Doug Bingham 213/780-5542, 15838

Arminta St, Unit 25 Van Nuys, CA 91406

Dan Doyle 916/663-2201, 1310 Gold Rush Way,
Penryn, CA 95663

3RD ANNUAL NEW ENGLAND S/C RALLY
JULY 16-18 SOMERSET CAMP-GROUND

U.S. ROUTE #2 NORRIDGEWOCK, MAINE

Info: Carl T. Johnson 207/778-2524 RFD #1 Box
530, New Sharon, Maine 04955

NORTHW EST PILOTS 2ND ANNUAL LAKE
SAMMAMISH RALLY AUG 6-8
Info & Registration: R. W. Bolton - 206/821-4360

12811 - 110th Ave. N. E. Kirkland, Washington
98033

S/C RALLY - 3rd WHEEL
JULY MENOMONIE, WISCONSIN
Contact: THE 3RD WHEEL P.O.B. 1111, Minneapo-

lis, MN 55440

SIERRA S/C SPECTACULAR II
AUG 13-15 MARAPOSA COUNTY
FAIRGROUNDS, CA

Spend three glorious days in the foothills of the
Sierra. Participate in Tours, Field Events, and other
activities. Camp in tree-shaded, grassy area. Reg.
includes Entrance to the rally grounds, camping,
field events, rally pin, plus eligibility for door prizes
and awards. Hot showers. SEE PULL-OUT

Into: NORTHERN CA. CHAPTER USA 1310 Gold
Rush Way, Penryn, CA 95663

4TH ANN. GOLD WINGS IN WI
SEP. 4-6 WISCONSIN RAPIDS, WI

Open to Gold Wing Owners and Friends - Camp-
ing, field events, poker run, tours, trophies, door
prizes, free meal, beer and continuous coffee.
Special drawing for pre-registration.

Info: Dorothy Bednarz 4024 South 84th Street
Greenfield, Wisconsin 53228

RUIDOSO M/C FESTIVAL
SEPT 29 THRU OCT 3 - RUIDOSO, NM
Info: Howard & Connie Brown P. O. Box 117,

Ruidoso, N. M. 88346

11TH GRIFFITH PK S/C RALLY
OCT 23, 24 GRIFFITH PARK, LA, CA.
Info: Doug Bingham 233/780-5542 15838 Arminta St.

Unit 25 Van Nuys, California 91406

Calendar of Events
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S- C 's & Children ---
 Are They SAFE ???

Last month, my ex-wife filed a request for a
temporary restraining order, asking that I be
prohibited by the Court from taking our two
children, whom I see half the week, in my side-
car. I found out about it the night before, and the
next day, with help from attorneys Karen H.
King and Vana P. Margolese, I prepared two
declarations to bring before the Court.
Vana declared the following:
I, VANA P. MARGOLESE, DECLARE:

1. I, Vana P. Margolese am an attorney, duly
licensed, to practice law in the State of Cali-
fornia.

2. My son, Michael Margolese, is friends with
Ken and Susan Cloke's son, Nicholas.

3. About two months ago, Michael was spending
the night with Nicholas and Ken called me
requesting permission for Michael to ride in
the sidecar of Ken's motorcycle.

4. At first I was hesitant to grant permission, but
upon inspecting the sidecar and the various
safety precautions, I did ultimately give per-
mission. Both children were totally secured by
seatbelts, they both wore helmets and goggles.
The vehicle, itself, is totally balanced and
seems as secure as any small car. The sides of
the sidecar are shoulder level. They are fully
protected and with the restraints, the children
can not even reach over the sides.

5. After reassuring myself of the safety of this
vehicle, I have given Ken full per-mission for
my son, Michael, to ride in the sidecar.

Karen, meanwhile, placed telephone calls to
Doug Bingham and Hal Kendall, of the United
Sidecar Association, both of whom pledged their
help. Because they were unavailable on short
notice to testify, I prepared a declaration that
included their testimony, as follows:

Safety Clinic
I, KENNETH CLOKE, DECLARE:
1. I am an attorney licensed to practice in the

State of California, and an Administrative Law
Judge, before the Public Employment Rela-
tions Board of the State of California.

2. I have owned and driven a 500cc Honda
motorcycle with a sidecar attached to it for the
past six months. It is a stable 3 wheel vehicle.
I hold valid driver and motorcycle licenses in
the State of California.

3. Although, I have owned the sidecar and openly
driven it to pick my children up at school and
at home, and to drop them off at Susan's, she
has only expressed concern over this practice
once in the past six months, and that occurred
approximately four months ago.

4. I am a member of the United Sidecar Associa-
tion. The President of this National Associa-
tion is DOUGLAS BINGHAM, who, if called
to testify before this Court, would state the
following:

A motorcycle and sidecar is a stable three axle,
three wheel vehicle. It can not fall down or be
knocked over, anymore than a four wheeled
car might. It is equivalent in safety to a sports
car. The Department of Motor Vehicles has
recognized this fact and does not require a
motorcycle license for a motorcycle with the
sidecar attached, but permits any person
licensed to drive an automobile, to operate a
motorcycle and sidecar.

5. I contacted Hal Kendall, presently residing in
Texas, who is Executive Secretary of the
United Sidecar Association. If called to testify
before this Court, HAL KENDALL would
state the following:

Insurance:
In England, where there are many more

sidecars, percentagewise, than in the United
States, there is an automatic 50% reduction on
premiums if a sidecar is attached to a motorcycle.
There is a restriction to 250cc or less motor-
cycles for youths under 18 years of age, unless
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they attach a sidecar. Then, restriction does not
apply and any motorcycle may be used. These
automatic premium reductions are in effect in
South Africa, as well.

Safety:
The United Sidecar Association has con-

ducted a safety survey which Mr. Kendall placed
in the mail today, and will be made available to
the Court as soon as it is received. The survey
results establish that there are so few motorcycle
sidecar accidents that no statistical base can be
established.

Professor Harry Hurt at the University of
Southern California, in an independant study,
came to the same conclusion. His study involved
a team of 24 trained investigators into the cause
of motorcycle accidents. He was unable to
establish any statistical base for motorcycle side-
car accidents because so few entered their data-
base. The two prime reasons given for the lack of
accidents involving motorcycles with attached
sidecars were the tremendous stability of the
vehicle, and the maturity of the drivers, whose
average age is 42 years.

6. I have an excellent driving record and have not
been in any collisions or accidents involving
another vehicle for over five years, nor any
that were my fault.

7. My children always wear regulation helmets,
goggles, and a seat belt. They cannot reach the
wheel or any moving or overheated parts.
There is a bumper on the exterior of the
sidecar, a windshield, in extra headlight and
taillight. All lights automatically remain on
while the engine is running.

8. I drive extremely carefully on the motorcycle-
sidecar combination, which cannot drive
between lanes, or conduct the dangerous
maneuvers which is the cause of many motor-
cycle accidents. At the same time, I am more
alert than in an automobile, have greater
visibility and maneuverability, and can see
over most cars.

9. I only take my children in the sidecar once or ,
the most, twice a week - and on some weeks,
not at all. They enjoy these trips enormously,
and look forward to them.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the
foregoing is true and correct.

In response to my ex-wife's request for a
temporary restraining order, my attorney indi-
cated he was prepared to present evidence estab-
lishing the safety of the vehicle, but the judge
said that, in his opinion, driving an automobile
was more dangerous than walking, and he would
not become involved in prohibiting use of the
sidecar, because he did not believe that they were
inherently unsafe.

It could have been argued that skiing is
dangerous, or swimming in the ocean, or driving
around in sports cars, and that so long as care is
taken to ensure safety, it is up to each parent to
assess the risks to their children, unless it can be
shown that they are being reckless or foolhardy.

Children can't grow up in this world without
taking risks. But one parent gains self-esteem by
acting as the protector, and gains satisfaction by
labeling the other as dangerous and uncaring.
Again, the kids become a club the parents can
use to beat each other up with.

When I drive down the street with my two
kids (5 & 8) in helmets and goggles in the side-
car, people crack up as they watch us pass. We
are more noticeable, and safer than if we were
walking, and everybody is having a grand time.
Sidecars are mistakenly viewed as elaborate
motorcycles, and therefore, dangerous. It is also
because they are fun, that a divorcing spouse will
object to kids riding in them, since they fear the
kids will leave them for the parent they have the
most fun with. But, parenting isn't all fun with or
without a sidecar, and kids are smart enough to
know that love isn't the same as a good time. If
parents realized this, they might relax a little, and
allow the kids to go out in the sidecar, and maybe
have a little fun themselves.

KEN CLOKE

Safety Clinic
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"Old 59"
"Old 59" the yowling Scott combination which made fastest lap - 54.69 mph in the 1923 Sidecar

TT. Sidecar enthusiasts will appreciate Alfred Angas Scott's fully triangulated sidecar chassis, which
was scientifically designed (granted H.M. Patent No. 1387 on 17 Jan 1912) and was never surpassed.

Racing

Drawn by Zachary Zniewski - 1981
Ed. Note: Thank you Zack for the contribution.

CMC Golden State Series
2-21-82 - MADERA LAKES

Last race of the series - #5
Palfreyman/Lund grabbed a clean cut lead.

Ralph Whitney/Melillo took a little while to
catch up, everyone jockying their positions, and
finished second. Pete Whitney (Ralph's son)/
McDowell came in third.

Top Three Positions Rig

#1 Palfreyman/Lund EML

#2 R. Whitney/Melillo WASP

#3 P. Whitney/McDowell EML
Golden State CMC Series
Final Positions Over-allL
Top Six Positions Rig

#1 John Palfreyman/Lund EML

#2 Ralph Whitney/Melillo Wasp

#3 Pete Whitney/Mc Dowell EML

#4 Tom Ridyard/Wilcox EML

#5 T. Whitney/ S. Whitney EML

#6 Schnoor/Chapman EML

STU PETERS, the promoter of the CMC
SERIES, was very pleased with the side-car
showing and intends to include SIDE-CARS in
all his future events.

The FIM has recognized the CMC
GOLDEN STATE SERIES as an official grading
list as a United States Championship.

PALFREYMAN/LUND are now racing in
EUROPE - probably the only UNITED STATES
entry.

WORLD S/C CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS
Rolf Biland of Switzerland has pinned his

hopes on a long narrow chassis which Rolf
controls by hub center steering. The Yamaha
engine is located be-hind him. The role of the
passenger is to provide weight only.

Jock Taylor, world champion, relies on a
more conventional chassis. Jock will prepare a
much lighter machine this season using a special
thin gauge tubular chassis by Terry Windle of
Sheffield and a super quick engine from Dennis
Trollope,
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AMA District 37
FEB 14, 1982 - 4 ACES HARE & HOUND

Bingham/Bevens took the lead and were
sidelined with engine problems - got 10-going
again - did a tremendous catch-up, and having
just passed the leader, Jordan and Jordan,
Bingham's passenger, Scott Bevens, literally fell
off the back of the sidecar. The Jordan Brothers
stopped to help out, Porzelt/Ho caught up, then
gave the first place team a little head start - being
quite fair.

#1 Jordan/Jordan

#2 Porzelt/Ho Side Strider

#3 Hicks/???

#4 Bingham/Bevens EML

FEB 21 - DESERT VIPERS GRAND PRIX
Sanner/Sanner took the lead with Bingham /

Bevens close behind. Sanner broke down -
Bingham/Bevens held the lead to the finish.

#1 Bingham/Bevens

#2 Porzelt/Ho

#3 Jordan/Jordan

#4 Ketchum/Ketchum 16-EML

MAR 7 - SUNRISE GRAND PRIX
The old pro's, Sanner/Sanner and Bingham/

Bevens took the lead - with Bingham dropping
out first with a broken coil wire. Schnoor/Pieper
took over second place - but shortly after
crashed. The eventual win went to Ketchum/
Ketchum.

#1 Ketchum/Ketchum

#2 Lucchese/Gramps EML

#3 Jordan/Jordan

#4 Schnoor/Pieper

KEVLAR USED FOR RACING
SIDECAR FAIRING

Woven Kevlar is the material used by
Simpson in their famous crash helmets. Jock
Taylor, the current sidecar world champion
wanted a light and strong road race fairing which
was lighter than his current glass fibre unit.
Lamplas Ltd., of Co. Durham, England, made
Jock's glass fibre unit. They will also make the
woven Kevlar unit which will be 30% lighter.
Les Siddle, Managing director of Lamplas said
they would continue to produce sidecar fairings
of Kevlar if it works out as expected.
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BICYCLE SIDECAR M-X
The Down-Hill Sidehack Racer

You take one motorcycle and one sidecar
and you have an instant motorcycle sidehack
combination, Take one bicycle and one sidecar
and you have a tricycle sidehack combination.
This form of transportation has been around for
decades in one form or another. Sometimes in the
form of "training" wheels. Sometimes in the
form of "passenger" transportation but usually as
"cargo" bodies. Just as their larger motorized
cousins were used. And, of course the inevitable
challenge and the race that follows.

Just as sidecar moto-cross exists so bicycle/
sidecar motocross exists. In fact, one of our
established American sidecar manufacturers,
Thompson Cyclecar, built limited quantities of
sidecar cross bicycles a few years ago.

The B-S/C MX, bicycle-sidecar moto cross,
is built on a heavy duty frame with heavy duty
tires, wheels, and spokes. Toe clips are used as
they are on racing bicycles to enable each pedal
to be pulled up in turn, effectively doubling the
power output (torque) the pedaller can exert as
compared to the normal push down only pedals
used by most bicyclists.

The saddle is slender with minimal support
as a wider saddle would chaff the racer's legs. In
turn, you can guess what part of the anatomy
builds up calouses quite quickly.

Overall gearing is rather low with 20 inch
tires, a 16 T rear free wheel hub and a 44 T drive
wheel, The rider then pulls a 55 gear, (Note -
Kendall's single speed racer with 28 inch tires, a
52 T drive and a 13 T rear, pulled a gear of 112.
It was hell uphill into a headwind but fine when
drafting 18 inches behind a truck at 60 mph.)

Flat racing handlebars with twin in-depen-
dent hand pull caliper brakes pulled the racer up.

Personal protective gear includes a high
quality helmet, visor, gloves, jersey and pants
Only the tennis sneakers show that the pedallist
and his helper are on B-S/C MX and not conven-
tional S/C MX operators.

A major advantage of B-S/C MX driver has
over his S/C MX counterpart, is that he can
communicate with his passenger vocally. A race
can be won or lost by one competitor overhear-
ing the commands or strategy of another com-
petitor. Still, only minimum commands need be
given and these by prearranged code whenever
possible.

As in S/C MX passing can usually be done
only with difficulty, and the outfit can lift when
turned hard into the sidecar or flip if turned hard
away from the sidecar.

Even the races are organized. There is a
UBR and a NBA sidecar championship series.
The 1981 NBA champion is Chuck Croffort (18)
of Sacramento, California and his brother Kelly
(19) who is Chuck's passenger. Fortunately, B-S/
C MX is excellent training for S/C MX.

There are too few dedicated B-S/C MX
enthusiasts for a regular featured column in the
Sidecarist. But, you may find an occasional
reference to B-S/C MX as it relates directly to
our sport.

Racing

See Page 28
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Racing
SIDECAR RACING
WITH A - DIFFERENCE

Sidecar racing for the junior set may involve only
pedal power. But, it requires just as much skill, perhaps
more so, than with a motor attached. The bikes used in
sidecar cycle cross are not unlike those used by solo
cycle cross and are quite tough machines with heavy
wheels and tires.

One very prominent name to the bicycle sidecar
cross is Gary Littlejohn who produces the sidecar
chassis. Another is Frank Zuch who has also made a
cycle sidecar frame or so.

Last year (1981) saw four events in the Littlejohn
sponsored series - the Big Mama (May 10), the Spring
Nationals (June 21), Snipe Park (July 12), and the
Summer National in San Diego (Aug. 16).

Heading for a clean finish in all four Littlejohn
events, the Croffoot Brothers, Chuck the pedaller and
Kelly, the hanger on. A clean finish, that is, until they
got nudged over a berm in a final moto of the final race
but still were able to claim the 1981 National Bicycle
Association (NBA) Downhill Sidehack Series Cham-
pionship. The previous year they topped out the local
United Bicycle Racing Association honors in their
local Sacramento.

Kelly, 19, is a sophomore at a junior college and
is also the head mechanic of the team whilc chuck is
just a year behind. The Croffoots, like their counter-

parts with higher horsepower machinery, have their
teamwork down pat. As Kelly says, "You have to be
smooth, keep your head together and keep looking
twice as far ahead be-cause these hacks don's maneuver
too well."

In this regard, the bicycle hack and the street
motorcycle hack both have handling limits and must be
driven within the limits of the vehicle,

They use signals, not because they can-not be
heard but because they can. Unlike their motorized
cousins with unsilenced motors, screaming at 7 to 10
grand or more, these machines are whisper soft. And, if
you listen quietly you can hear strategies of other
cyclists. And knowing that you can often beat them
at their own game. At least, the Croffoots claim this
knowledge has helped on many occasions. So they sit
down before the race and adopt code words.

It's hard and it's fun, And as Chuck adds, "all the
girls check you out when you're out there in a hack," so
it can't be too bad.

Perhaps some day, we will have our very own
'zero' bore sidehack with our '500' bore and our '1000'
bore. Who knows?

Our appreciation to Becky Schmidt of BMX
ACTION for some information used in this article and
to Bob Osborn, Editor and Publisher, for the wonderful
story on sidehack bicycle racing and the Croffoot
Brothers in their December 1981 issue.

Experience the thrill of the LITTLEJOHN
SIDE HACK — on or off the course.
Easily and securely installed with our

exclusive mounting system. Color: black
only Weight: 14 lbs.

SIDE HACK
LOOKS AND
PERFORMS

LIKE THE PROS
- RIGHT OR
LEFT HAND
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RACING SIDEHACKS - Left or Right, , , $119.95

For United Sidecar Association members $100.00

Please send for Gary Littlejohn's free brochure - Gary features BMX frames and bicycles from
the leader of the field, "gary littlejohn" frames are constructed of the finest quality steel tubing,
Available now in four super functional styles. The RIGID, the CHROME-MOLY, the LOW BOY and
the incomparable 26" BALLOON-TIRE FRAME. Each is available in your choice of colors: red,
blue, black, yellow or chrome plate. "GARY LITTLEJOHN" frames are built on specially designed
aircraft jigs and perfection heli-arc welded. Their perfection and quality is paralleled only by the most
expensive motocross motorcycles.

CARY LITTLE JOHN, INC.
7337 VARNA AVE., NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91605;

(213) 982-1855
EAST COAST DISTRIBUTOR

JOHN LITTLEJOHN
Box 85, Hudson, NH 03051 (603) 889-9002

STAY A WINNER —RIDE THE LITTLE JOHN FRAME.
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(An explanation of the various basic
factors affecting the handling of sidecar outfits
- for right-hand mounted sidecars.)

How much toe-in? How much lean-out?
How far forward should the sidecar wheel be
relative to the rear wheel of the machine?
These and many other questions regarding
sidecar alignment have arisen since the advent
of the rear-sprung and all-sprung sidecar out-
fits. With a solid frame machine and an un-
sprung sidecar wheel, the drill is fairly
straightforward.

The alignment of such an outfit when the
machine and sidecar are unladen is the same or
virtually the same as when the driver and
passenger are in their respective seats. With a
rear-sprung machine that does not always
apply. As soon as the driver straddles the
machine the rear suspension compresses and
the sidecar axle rail drops at the machine end.
If a pillion passenger is carried, the axle rail
drops even more. With an all-sprung outfit
there may be a similar problem. Happily, all of
them are easily solved. But, before experiment
can be made at all, it is necessary to under-
stand why lean-out, toe-in and lead of the
sidecar wheel are necessary at all.

Since the majority of roads are cambered,
a two-track vehicle such as a sidecar outfit
does most of its running out of the horizontal.
In this country, owing to the right-hand rule of
the road, the out-fit tilts to the right. If a solo
motorcycle is leaned to one side or the other,
the front wheel falls inward and causes the
machine to steer in the direction of the lean. It
follows that if the machine is mounted verti-
cally relative to the sidecar, on a camber the
machine will lean slightly to the right and so
will tend to steer into the gutter. In order to
overcome this tendency, the machine is usually
set up so that it leans away from the sidecar.

Leanout of the Bike
Lean-out of the sidecar also compensates

for the rolling resistance of the sidecar tire.

Tech: S/C Alignment Importance
Since the wheel is well to the side of the rear
wheel of the machine, the drag of the sidecar
tire pulls to the right, especially on cambered
roads and even with left-handed leanout. This
effect is particularly pronounced if the lean-out
of the machine is insufficient; should the
throttle be opened sharply the machine would
try to run around the sidecar. The normal lean-
out is about 1" from the vertical measured at
the top of the steering head.

In view of the reasons for employing lean-
out, it follows that if the machine leans inward
toward the sidecar, steering bias in the direc-
tion of the sidecar is inevitable and a continu-
ous pull on the left end of the handlebar is
necessary to keep the outfit traveling straight
ahead. Under such conditions, driving be-
comes an endurance test rather than the plea-
sure it should be.

Excessive lean-out, on the other hand,
creates a bias to the left and makes the steering
heavy on the right-hand turns. In either case,
the constant application of a corrective torque
to the handlebar is tiring.

Sidecar Wheel Toe-in
If the sidecar outfit were a completely

rigid structure, the best handling would be
obtained with the sidecar wheel parallel with
the wheels of the motorcycle. In practice,
however, the natural elasticity of the chassis
materials is such that a certain amount of
spread is inevitable. A parallel setting with the
outfit at rest usually results in the sidecar
wheel diverging or toeing-out, when the outfit
is driven. The out-of-line rotation gives rise to
scrubbing of the tire, thus greatly increasing
the rate of wear.

The spreading tendency is counteracted by
aligning the outfit so that the sidecar wheel
points slightly inward toward the front wheel.
This toe-in is measured at the extremes of the
front and rear wheels, using straight edges:
0.25-0.75" is the average figure, but as much
as 1.0" may be desirable with a heavy outfit if
it is habitually driven in a well-laden state.
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Either insufficient or excessive toe-in of
the sidecar wheel will result in an increase in
the rate of rear and sidecar tire wear through
scrubbing. Too much toe-in may help to com-
pensate for inadequate lean-out by trying to
force the sidecar wheel up the camber; but toe-
in is no substitute for lean-out, however,
because of the adverse effect on tire life which
results.

Excessive toe-in helps the outfit round
left-hand curves but opposes steering to the
right; it follows that toe-out or insufficient toe-
in, has the opposite effect.

Sidecar Wheel Lead
The third main factor in sidecar alignment

is the position of the sidecar wheel in relation
to the rear wheel of the machine. One would
expect the best cornering to result if the rear
and sidecar wheels were co-axial, but that is
not the case. Owing to cornering forces, the
path of a sidecar outfit is not necessarily that
in which the front wheel is pointed, so that
there is what is known as a slip angle between
the wheels and the direction of travel.

The farther back the sidecar wheel, the
greater is the tendency for the rear wheel to lift
on left-hand bends. The reason is that an
imaginary line drawn between the contact
points of the front nd sidecar tires (about
which the outfit tries to revolve clockwise
viewed from the rear), approaches the center of
gravity of the outfit. The weight of the outfit,
therefore, exerts a less powerful restraining
moment to oppose the lifting moment of the
centrifugal force.

Hence, it is necessary to give the sidecar
wheel a lead over the rear wheel. A sidecar wheel
which is well forward acts as a better prop on
left-hand corners but makes the outfit rather
more awkward when turning to the right be-
cause of the increase in slip angle which results.
However, the normal transfer of weight off the
sidecar wheel which occurs on right-hand turns
has a considerably mitigating effect.

Amount of Sidecar-Wheel Lead Needed
The amount of lead which provides the

best compromise varies somewhat with the
specification of the outfit. If the machine has a
solid frame and is attached to a chassis incor-
porating an unsprung wheel, 1-½ - 3½" is
normally satisfactory.

Should the machine have a sprung wheel,
like the old Triumph sprung hub, there is a
greater tendency for the nose of the sidecar to
dip on the left-hand bend than there is with a
solid-frame machine. As the springing extends,
so the rear of the machine lifts and the nose of
the sidecar dips. To resist such dipping it is
desirable to have the sidecar wheel farther
ahead of the rear wheel than is the case with an
unsprung outfit.

With the older plunger or sprung heel type
of rear-wheel suspension 2½ - 6" was found to
be adequate. But on machines equipped with
pivoted fork rear springing more lead is desir-
able since the downward travel of the rear
wheel is likely to be greater than with plunger
springing; provided the layout permits, as
much as 6" to 9" of lead of the sidecar wheel
may be used. Most modern bikes typically use
from 8 to 10” of lead.   The greater the lead the
greater the tire wear on turning and the more
steering effort required to turn, but the greater
the stability on left-hand turns.  Again, a
delicate compromise in design.

One other point arises in the case of an
outfit with a sprung rear wheel and an un-
sprung sidecar wheel. For reasons explained in
the opening paragraph, the sidecar connections
must be so arranged that, when the outfit is
unladen, the sidecar axle rail is not horizontal
but ½" higher at the machine end. In the case
of an outfit on which both the rear , and
sidecar wheels are sprung, the axle rail should
be horizontal when the outfit is unladen (un-
less, of course, the outfit is habitually driven
with the sidecar empty).

Owing to the different disposition of the
sidecar rear attachment point on a machine

Tech: S/C Alignment Importance
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with pivoted fork rear springing, as compared
with that on a solid or plunger sprung model,
there is a secondary advantage in a relatively
forward positioning of the sidecar chassis; it
permits the use of a shorter and more rigid
attachment arm than is possible on a pivoted
fork model with normally positioned chassis;
hence less flexing of the structure results.
Moreover, the considerable lead may permit a
small reduction in lean-out to be made, with
beneficial effect on right turns but without
marked loss of stability on left turns.

Nevertheless, it is in many cases not
possible, for practical reasons, to position the
sidecar as far forward as handling require-
ments suggest. The forward weight distribution
might cause overloading of the front fork; the
front mud guard might foul the nose of the
chassis; the handlebar might foul the sidecar
windscreen. The weight distribution difficulty
could be corrected in some cases by moving
the body back on the chassis but that might
make the passenger entry and exit difficult.

When the toe-in is being set, allowance
must be made for any difference in tire section
on the front and rear wheels (which themselves
must be correctly aligned, of course). For
example, if the front tire is of 3" section and
the rear tire of 3.5" section, the straight edge
should be in contact with the rear tire and 4"
clear of the front tire. To allow for dip on left-
hand turns, it is customary to have the front of
the chassis about 1" higher than the rear,

Once the nature and extent of deviations
from the correct setting of a sidecar's align-
ment have been established, there is normally
no great difficulty in correcting matters. It is
important not to slacken off the connections
too much and unless the alignment is a long
way out, only move things a little at a time. A
hide or leather-faced mallet is an excellent tool
for shifting clamps on chassis tubes.

Driving a Sidecar Outfit
One rides a solo but drives a sidecar outfit.

Tech: S/C Alignment Importance
Hence the same sort of riding position is not
equally suitable for each type of mount. That
slightly crouched attitude, with almost straight
arms, is excellent for solo riding, but the sidecar
driver has to pull and push on the handlebar and
he should therefore, have more upright posture to
give him full freedom of movement. There is no
need for excessive width of bar with a correctly
aligned outfit. For most people of normal stature,
the upswept type of handlebar found on trials
machines is usually ideal for sidecar driving.

It is self-evident that various suspenssion
systems should be equipped with springs of the
correct poundage for the duty. For example, if an
owner decides that, in view of his increasing
family, he will fit a double-adult sidecar in place
of a single seater on his sprung wheel chassis,
then clearly a heavier spring must be fitted to the
sidecar wheel suspension unit.

Front Wheel Trail
Most machines with telescopic forks have a

fork trail which is a compromise between solo
and sidecar requirements. To give reasonably
light steering, fork trail for sidecar work should
be less than solo trail. A few makers cater for this
variation, either by providing an adjustment to
the fork or by supplying a special sidecar fork on
request. Today, however, many people maintain
that there is no great difference in the steering on
outfits with compromise of sidecar trail.

A correctly aligned outfit should steer
hands-off on a flat road and should need no more
than a trace of steering damper to check handle-
bar wobble at low speed. By reducing lateral
tilting of the outfit when sidecar wheel hits a
bump, efficient springing of the sidecar wheel
has a marked effect in reducing steering wobble.
In spite of earlier doubts, rear suspension by
pivot fork has proved itself thoroughly satisfac-
tory for sidecar work. Sidecar-wheel springing is
proving equally satisfactory,

Reprinted from “The Motor Cycle,"
September 1954,
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Bender Sidecars
Outside frame/Inside body

The basic engineering principle of a Bender
and the ultimate in safety and riding comfort.
Trailing arm-wheel suspension on five-inch coil
spring.

Body suspended within this frame (at least 1
inch of air all around) by fulcrum points towards
the front and two eight inch coil springs in the
rear. All six mounting points are with bronze
bearings and grease nipples.

Trim -The extruded aluminium trim strips
are securely fastened with special bolts.

The nose medallion and the knock off wheel
spinner of heavy cast aluminum include the
Bender name and logo.

The steel body - Formed on the finest tools
and dies, the 1 mm gauge metal is first solution-
treated, then sprayed with a primer of the same
base. A bonding action is the result. The sprayed
lacquer coat is also oven baked.

Bender, Sidevognsfabrik, GI. Hanevadsvej
6, DK 2740 Skovlunde, Denmark

Phone 02-94 07 20

Colours black or prime.

Interior - With a foam rubber seat cushion
resting on six springs of 43 cm's-each, yet an-
other rate of spring action is included to damp
movements. The sides are upholstered and a mat
on the floor. A foot-rest and covered arm rests.
The protection of the large fender is extremely
comforting.

Bender is looking for importers and dis-
tributors - interested parties please contact:

Industrial News
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Weight   85 kilos

Length 194 cm

Width   82 cm

Height   65 cm (plus directional)

Capacity 150 kilos

The reverse-roll of the body metal on the
cowl is certainly a minor point. However,
it is typical of the finest coachwork and
will prevent water from entering the
passenger section. The windshield
holders are mounted under the arm rests
and are of cast aluminum.

The Trunk - Providing 2.8 cubic feet of storage
space, the rear-opening door is held open by
two sturdy covered chains. With automobile-
type of rain gutters to insure dryness. Lock-
able, of course, and two keys provided.

Lighting - With a double-lensed (amber) direc-
tional signal placed on the highest point of the
sidevogn for near-perfect visibility (from the
side, also. The front light in white and the tail
light in red, are built into the aluminum fender
holders. All exterior metal is chromed brass on
all lights. The rear light contains both the tail
light and a brake light... use it!

The back cushion is bolted to the body metal
behind the seat so it cannot be stolen. The
rating for the JM 130 of 500 cc's and up is
ideal. However, the 350 cc bike is very ad-
equate.
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4 WHEELS: NEW CONCEPT
IT MUST BE SEEN TO BE BELIEVED

A sidecar on each side?

Three massive headlights?

A four-wheeled motorcycle?

Is it a trailer or is it a twin sidecar?

James Van Gompel deserves the credit for a
truly unique experiment in the passenger vehicle
of the future. An instant four passenger vehicle in
which one couple is close together, the others on
either side, each in their own cockpit.

The trailer/twin sidecar is attached by a
single ball joint in front of the engine which
allows the trailer/ twin sidecar to track with the
motorcycle while still allowing the motorcycle to
be driven as a conventional solo machine.

The sidecar unit is 6' 6" wide, the same as a
conventional auto and weighs about 425 pounds.
Each sidecar portion is equipped with a head-
light, a tail light, and a seat belt.

James, we wish you good luck with your
invention. Trust we can find a uniform and
acceptable definition for your unit.

JAMES VON COMPEL, OUTDOOR
OUTFITS, R-1 BOX 307, FREMONT, IN 46737

Industrial News
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Jorge Roberto
Leveratto of Buenos Aires,
Argentina, has sent us a
sketch of his patented
attachments to convert a
motorscooter to a vehicle
for transportation for three
people. Basically, a sidecar
is attached on each side of
the scooter, each with a
passenger seat, luggage
storage under the seat, and
a platform for the feet. You
sit on the attachment just
as you sit on the scooter.
The additional width of
both attachments should
not be much more than a
conventional scooter with
sidecar because they are
close coupled. Turning to
the left would be the same
as to the right.

The only problems I
see are a) legal most States
define a motorcycle as a
vehicle of three wheels or
less, and b) with three
wheels across the rear and
only one wheel driving,
traction

may be difficult on
uneven road surfaces. The
attachments can be de-
mounted in a minute to
allow the unit to pass
through narrow restric-
tions.

For more informa-
tion, Jorge Roberto's
addresA is: Calle Juan
Agustin Garcia 2646-3'A,
Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Industrial News
4-WHEEL MOTORSCOOTER
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Swiss Sidecarists

Pierre Rochat and Alain Chauvet are
two young Swiss adventurers, who saved for
one and one half years to tour the world on
their motorcycle and sidecar,

Pierre is 23 years of age, "pattern mak-
ing" is his trade. Alain, 22, is an architect
and designer.

Their choice of bike for this undertak-
ing was a Yamaha 1100 - the sidecar , a
Swiss made "Sauterel".

The two left Rotterdam June, 1982 -
spent ten days coming to the west by ship.
Landed at Montreal, Canada.

Pierre is driving, Alain is seated in the sidecar. The "sauterel" sidecar has an all steel body, 13"
wheel, plus a convertible top.

They spent three weeks touring beautiful
Canada, seeing as many of the sights possible
before entering the United States. Upon doing so
in the latter part of September, they traveled from
Maine, through the New England States, to the
Southern States and across Texas. They traveled
primarily on the secondary roads, remarked on
the hospitality shown them by the Americans.

They went north to the Grand Canyon,
Death Valley, and through Yosemite National
Park, CA. They reported no mechanical prob-
lems. Pierre mentioned it was real nice paying
only half price for gas - as compared to Europe.
They camped out most of the time - Pierre did
the cooking, this raised a little laughter. Pierre
also mentioned that he thought American car
drivers seemed to be more careful and courteous
than overseas.
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Swiss Sidecarists, Continued
Speaking of which brings about the matter

of automobile and motorcycle insurance. Motor-
cycle insurance is quite high in Switzerland -
although it is cut 50% when a one seater sidecar
is attached.

Pierre and Alains plans were to go all the
way through South America before setting sail
home again. But, Apparently, upon reaching El
Salvador, with all the unrest, they were not
permitted entry. They were last seen by Glen
Rushton, U.S.A. member from Canada, at
Daytona Beach, Florida for the Road Races.
Alain at that point returned to Switzerland, Pierre
was last heard of heading for Alaska.

Pierre and Alain wanted to especially thank
Nova Helmets of Switzerland, Yamaha of Hol-
land and Sauterel Sidecars for being exception-
ally helpful to them before embarking on their
extended trip.

 The fellows were not pleased with Yamaha
of Swizterland - they were of absolutely no help.
It is a shame because Pierre and Alain certainly
are Goodwill Ambassadors.

For those of you interested, the President of
the Swiss Sidecar Club, also a s/c builder,
Laurent Sauterel, has welcomed visitors to stop
by; their sidecar club also has a large sidecar
rally every year. Here is their address:
Laurent Sauterel: La Bergerie, 2026 Moutalchey,
Neuchatel, Switzerland. Please write if you are
interested in corresponding with other
'Sidecarists'.

Pierre and Alain came by the Editorial
office of the United Sidecar Association. We
were pleased to make their acquaintance - as
were they, it seemed, to meet part of the U.S. A.
Staff, and President, Doug Bingham.

P. Kneffel
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Canadian SC Owners Club
Osie Shanks, President, 651 Trafford Cres.,
Oakville, Ont. Canada L6L 3T4

Enclosed is a receipt for the very generous
donation of 525.00 to our club for running an
advertisement of Hal Kendall's Sidecar Manual.

We will repeat this ad as often as space
permits in our news-letters as we feel anyone
owning a rig should be aware of the availability
of this manual, and how helpful they can be.

Plenty of room for luggage and goodies --- especially handy in Mexico.

I'm sure you have noticed the ever increas-
ing amount of space being given to sidecaring in
all the motorcycle magazines, including the
December issue of A.M.A. This is wonderful the
way it pro-motes interest in sidecars and eventu-
ally in sidecar organizations. Both Vi and I are
looking forward to attending the 1982 National
Sidecar Rally in Mercer, Pa., at which time we
will hopefully meet the many U.S.A. members
who at this time are names only.
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WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE -
These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small fee. A handy form is included for your
convenience.

Classifieds

FIRST TIME ADS
FOR SALE: 1946 Indian Chief 1200cc with

matching s/c low mi. on total restoration E/C
blue in color was at Mariposa meet 81 Excel-
lent for touring $950.00 Contact : Gilbert
Portillo #1702. 773 Hacienda Ave. Manteca,
CA 95336 209/823-4847

FOR SALE: 1978 Honda GL1000 with Hitch-
hiker S/C Garage kept. Black Windjammer &
rack. $3000.00 Firm. Contact: Bill Neumann
#103 16 Telegraph Hill Rd. Holmdel, NJ
07733 201/264-1308

FOR SALE: 1972 Jawa 350 and Velorex sidecar.
25,000 miles - runs well but generator doesn't
charge part bike too $500 Cheap and fun.
Contact: Ed Carley #805, RFD #I Box 25,
Berwick, ME 03901, 207/698-1919

FOR SALE: BMW 1175/5 1973 Long frame 5 sp
, Ig Bat & Alt dual plug 6 1/2 Tank 1979 Ural
S/C Exc cond mounted extrem strong good
handler has tonneau, spare, shield. $3200.00,
Contact: Dennis Huberty, 1311 28th St.,
Anacortes, WA 98221 206/293-7874

FOR SALE: Richter Kabine for Steib 5500 $
450. BMW R27 sidecar mounting kit $150.
Well restored early model Steil) LS 200 black
and silver, red leather - $1600., Contact:
Jonathan Hayt #24, P. O. Box 316, Rancho
Santa Fe, CA 92067 714/756-3983

FOR SALE: 1965 BMW R90/6 900cc Windjam-
mer fairing and trunk. Lo miles 20, 000. Burns
reg. gas excellent condition. Contact: W. D.
Miller #1129, 2410 W. Charleston, Phoenix,
AZ 85023, 602/863-1656

WANTED: Convertible top for 79 HD Side-car
or plans I can build one from. Contact: P. C.
Patton #1634, 3471 Churchill St., St. Paul,
MN 55112 612/484-8267

FOR SALE: 80 Suzuki GS750ET (16 value), 81
Vetter Terraplane sidecar #200 Fast, reliable,
stable, meticulously kept, record available.
Quicksilver Fairing Bags, S&W air shocks,
conti enduro seat etc., $6500 invested sell
$4200.00 52 mpg 45 mpg with chair nego-
tiable. Contact: James Ulrick #1383, Box 145
RD #1, Danville, PA 17821 717/742-9002

FOR SALE: 1969 Honda 750 with new Bingham
MK II sidecar. Low mileage. Gus-torn Imron
paint, new shocks, air caps, new tires, new
chain, Martek hot coils, Martek electronic
ignition, steering dampener, s/ c steering,
Quartz headlight and a custom Hang 2 seat.
$2500.00, Contact: Bill & Sean, 213/362-5655

FOR SALE: 1978 Anniversary Model Harley-
Davidson side car. Black color. $1200.00,
Contact: 405/266-3215 - Martha, OK

FOR SALE: 1979 HD 80 cu. FLH Classic M/C
with matching S/C. Excl, show room condi-
tion. Only 2, 100 miles. $6500.00 Call after
5PM. Contact: Henry Kalis #1059, 9201 So.
Harding, Ell. Pk. , IL 60642, 312/422-4080

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE: Vetter S/C
Terraplane black with black snap down vinyl
top with windows. 5 gal gas tank, elec. fuel
pump & reg. , turning signal light, driving
light, mounting & extensions for 1100
Yamaha, work done professionaly. Will ex. for
Motorvation S/C - $2400.00 or best offer.
Contact: Mike Yamen #293, RR3, Carlise, IA
50047, 515/989-3933 or 987-4936

FOR SALE: 1979 GS 1000 Vetter Fairing Bates
Bags Big top box 79 SpiderTl S/C. Custom
windshield 25, 000 miles, color matched, good
tires - new chain $4750.00 or best offer.
Contact: Bob Horton #650, 4441 Libby Rd

NE, Olympia, WA 98506 206/352-1707
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FIRST TIME ADS, Cont.
FOR SALE: 1978 850T3FB Guzzi 25, 000 miles

Bags, Rack, new Conti. tires , Clutch, Trans
Seal & Boot. Excellent condition $2500.
Contact: Adam Vitale #1563, 56639 Ferryview
Rd Martinsferry, Ohio 43935 614/635-0696

FOR SALE: 1980 GL1100 Honda Vetter Fairing
Bags Trunk and Terraolane plus extras excel-
lent dondition only 4400 miles Complete rig -
$6890.00. Contact: Mark Crawford #1378,
5529 N. Gaines, Davenport, Iowa 52806 319/
391-1916

FOR SALE: Goulding body with chassis -
$275.00 HD Electra-Glide S/C Classic - one
of 200 Tan/cream 12, 000 miles. Main tained
by HD mechanic - $6500.00 S/C forks Std
Gearing New Tire. Contact: Dave Steven, Box
320, Chatham, NY 12037 518/392-3208

FOR SALE: Spirit of America Eagle S/C Blk. w/
tonneau - S&W air shock, quartz lite - lugg
rack - spare wheel/tire - univ. Azusa rants.
Good/excellent cond. $850.00, Contact: David
M. Evans #1530, 18 Island Ave., Kittery, ME
03904 207/439-2343

FOR SALE: 1980 California Friendship - Imron
paint, new tire - good condition, locking trunk
& extras - $1000.00, Contact: Rodger Mattson
#876, 4085 Globe Ave, Culver City, CA 90230
213/391-3440

FOR SALE: 1967 BMW R-60/2 600 mi. on
engine, trans. , final drive rebuild. Vetter
Fairing w/ bags. Paint - above average At-
tached to 1978 Globe. Bike-$3000.00 Hack-
$1000. Contact: Skip Thorell, 1080 Catalina
St., Long Beach, CA 92651 714/497-3727

FOR SALE: Mark III sidecar 1980 black. Excel-
lent cond. $650.00 or best offer. Come see
how clean - call after 4 PM Mon thru Fri.
Contact: S. Curl #86, 550 So. Raymond St., La
Habra, CA 90631 213/697-1908

WANTED: Used Terraplane, Roadster Royal or
Formula II S/C. Contact: Neil Richards 900
Grove Road, Zanesville, OH 43701

Classifieds
WANTED: S/C for my 1972 FLH HD Dresser.

Must be complete with all mounting hardware
after market OK too. Contact: Tom Jacobellis
#1150, 1526 Ericson Place, Bronx, NY 10461,
212/892-3849

SECOND TIME ADS
FOR SALE: '78 Delivery S/C (custom built &

enclosed). Currently attached to 1978 Yamaha
XS1100 - Also avail-able (Xlent cond. ) S/C -
$2200. Complete rig - $4000. or Trade. Con-
tact: Dave J. Lefevre, 14629 Erwin St, Van
Nuys, CA 91411 213/787-5578

?OR SALE: Racing MX 1976 GP Wasp, LF
Shell 750cc Yamaha, Delordo Carbs, CDI Fox
shocks, everything is ''ck. Priced at $1800,
Also closed trailer for s/c, really clean $250.
Ron Whittington - AZ 602/263-5082

FOR SALE: GP Wasp - Kawaski Triple 7 50cc
LF. Must sell $1000 or offer, Contact: Ron
Jackson - AZ, 602/273-0082

FOR SALE: 1978 Harley Sidecar Excellent
condition all hook-ups included less than 2000
miles driven - $1100 - call after noon. Contact:
Daniel Matteucci #461, 2124 Argyle, Butte,
MT 59701 406/782-6605

FOR SALE: BSA 1970 650 Firebird Scrambler
4000 miles - rare & xlnt - Exhaust upswept on
left - perfect for s/c use $1650. Also 67 Light-
ning 650 $1200, 67 441 Star $995. Contact:
Dave Destler #1480 18954 Covello St,
Reseda, CA 91335 213/342-8637

FOR SALE: Clean used parts for /2 thru /7 at
very reasonable prices. Also looking for
abused, basket case, or wrecked BMW's. Will
buy & pick-up within reason Contact: Harvey
Van Meter #1587 1154 Honeyrun Road Chico,
CA 95926 916/343-6965

FOR SALE: 1980 Honda 750K, Bates Clipper
Fairing, Anton Sportpac, American Easyrider
S/C. Very good condition. $2700. Contact:
Robert J. Goodwin #418 9915 Paseo Montal-
ban San Diego, CA 92129 714/484-2408
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Classifieds
SECOND TIME ADS, Cont.
FOR SALE: Watsonian Palma S/C (adult - child)

New in Sept 79 - 2000 miles black excellent
condition. Very strong mounts. $2100. Contact:
Paul N. Jacobs #373, N43 W5775 Maple St.,
Cedarburg, WISC 53012, 414/377-0925

FOR SALE: Mini Hotel Camping Trailor. All fig,
sleeps 2, folds down, tow behind sidecar outfit -
made in UK needs paint - it's real sharp and a
real / off price. $495. 00, Contact: Walker
Edmindston 213/340-2856

FOR SALE: 80 Yamaha 1100 STD Fairing Trunk,
Touring Seat, Equalean S/C 78 Cycle Camp
Trailer. $ 5000. Contact: Louis Fosha #1794
2232B 37TH, Los Alamos, NM 87544 505/662-
7419

FOR SALE: 1966 R69S Original including manual
Buco Bags and Fairing - $1200. Contact: Chet
Johnston #942, 13525 Orange Blossom Ln
Poway, CA 92064 7121/748-0737

FOR SALE: Cycle-Kamp Trailer 1981 - Sleeps 2 ,
used twice, roof rack, Extras - Cost $1700 new -
asking $1200 - Firm. Contact: Ralph M Ennis
#1736, 15905 Prairie Av Lawndale, CA 90260
213/370-1327

FOR SALE: 78 Spyder Tl 5 gal gas tank, cover,
light fuel pump $1250. 66 BMW R60 Large seat,
Fairing $1500. Contact: Donald Coburn #134
3560 St Rt 5, Cortland, OH 44410 215/637-9973

FOR SALE: Used s/c's - new demo's. Globe GS200
- $850, Watsonian Monaco extras - $1850.
Bingham Mk-1 - $850. 750 Honda/Spec. Del. S/
C w/ L/Link Fork - $1900. Contact: Doug
Bingham #312 213/ 780-5542

FOR SALE: 1975 BMW 90/6, Vetter Fairing &
lowers, Krauser Bags, Big Tank, etc. 27k
miles, $3000. 1978 Moto Guzzi 850 T3FB,
Vetter Fairing, only 3700 miles, $1900, Con-
tact: Gordon Waligorski #1012 1110 ,
Edgewood, PO Box 638, Kewaskum, WI
53040 414/626-4748

WANTED: 6 Gallon Touring Tank w/Box on top,
solo seat rubber pad or spring, block, R60
Front Shocks complete, have BMW padded
bench seat for trade or sale. Contact: Ken
Clawson #1645, PO Box 27556, 74I/ Torre-a,
AZ 85282

FOR SALE: 1964 BMW 69S Mint Condition &
New Sidehack Both for $2995. Will separate.
Bike is a real Classic. Contact: W S Lawson
#1492 3113 Floyd Av, Modesto, CA 95355
209/522-7829

FOR SALE: 1974 Police Moto Guzzi 6000 mi.
850 cc floor boards, hyd. ft. brake, Police dash
Harley windshield & HD bags, custom seat &
sissy bar. Radio. White 'Spirit of America' S/C
- $2600. Contact: "Sidecar Bill" Lawler #1805
645 E. Hermitage St. Phila. , PA 19128 215/
641-4117 - days 215/483-8456 - home
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